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Expedition to the Underworld - a journey to 

the hidden wonders of our earth

This tour takes us to the fascinating world

beneath our feet. We discover a cave with

giant pillars of ice, marvel at a starry canopy of

millions of fireflies and even find ourselves in

the belly of a volcano!

But it's not just nature that has created

underground wonders; humans have created

them too: Ancient cave cities, secret structures

in the depths, and engineering feats like the

Gotthard Tunnel are just some of the places

we'll explore on our foray through the

underworld.

Let's take a trip around the world to 18 hidden

places full of legends and secrets!
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Claudia Lieb has worked for a variety of
publishers for many years. When she’s not at her
desk drawing, she loves to travel to foreign lands,
getting to know their peoples and cultures.

Volker Mehnert has traveled the world for
decades as a journalist, author and novelist. He
has always been fascinated by places of myth and
special location  ̶ the kinds of sites that don‘t give
up their secrets easily.
Gerstenberg has published his books on
Magellan, The Great Rivers of the World,
Alexander von Humboldt and Magical Places.
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